Mount Traveler Car Coupler (580/752)

Bolt: HFS235
Nut: HFS147
Washer: HFS130

Attach Mainsheet Block Here

3/8"(10mm)
Clevis Pin: HCP338
Cotter Pin: HFS181
Becket Roller: HCP339

Control Block
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Cotter Pin: HFS181
Becket Roller: HCP339
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4. Install mainsheet block to top of couple in "V." Be sure to tighten shackle pin tightly before you go sailing..
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INSTALLATION SHEET

3. Remove becket bolts from each end of coupler and attach control blocks as shown in the drawing. Be
sure to tighten these bolts securely before you go sailing.
4. Install mainsheet block to top of couple in "V." Be sure to tighten shackle pin tightly before you go sailing..

Mount Traveler Car Control Blocks (752 Coupler Only)

1. Mount big boat traveler cars on track.
2. Remove large bolt from each coupler and attach to each car as shown in the drawing. Be sure to tighten
bolts securely before you go sailing.

Control Block

3/8"(10mm)
Clevis Pin: HCP338
Cotter Pin: HFS181
Becket Roller: HCP339
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Maintenance

Maintenance

Traveler Cars: Clean by frequently flushing with fresh water. Periodically clean car by squirting a detergent/water solution
into center openings. Roll car back and forth to distribute evenly then flush bearings with fresh water.
Do not use spray lubricants because ball bearings may skid not roll. Apply one to two drops of McLube® OneDrop™
to ball contact surfaces of track. Roll car back and forth through OneDrop™ several times to distribute onto
bearings. Wipe remaining OneDrop™ off track. OneDrop™ is preferred but you can also use one to two drops of
a light machine oil. Too much oil attracts dirt.
Track: Clean with detergent and water.
Important! Exposure to some teak cleaners and other caustic solutions can result
in discoloration of part and is not covered under the Harken warranty.
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For additional safety, maintenance and warranty information see www.harken.com/manuals or the Harken® catalog.
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